Technical rider
Krasnoyarsk Symphony Orchestra
1. Structure of an orchestra:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

1 Artistic Director and Chief Conductor,
1 Director,
1 orchestra inspector,
1 librarian,
97 musicians.

2. It is necessary for holding concerts:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

on a scene it is necessary to place 110 chairs, for seating of an orchestra;
3 hours before the start of the concert rehearsals on the main floor, with music and sound;
musical instruments: basses and drums, the customer provides the orchestra for the concert;
dressing room for the conductor, (presence of cold water and hot tea is compulsory);
the dressing room for the soloist of the concert (if a soloist is declared in the concert program),
(presence of cold water and hot tea is compulsory);
the maximum amount of the dressing rooms (separate for men and for women), with mirrors, chairs for
performers of the orchestra and tables for placing the instruments, if number of make-up rooms is
limited would you please equip other rooms with greater number of tables and chairs);
the temperature on the stage and in dressing rooms shall be not less than 20 degrees;
during the concert, it is desirable for the artists, the availability of drinking water or other beverages, tea;
board for Ironing costumes, iron;
wet cleaning stage for 1 hour before rehearsal;
stage, where concerts, organizes the work of ticket collectors, supervisors, cloakroom and all necessary
services to serve the audience before and after the concert;
administrator of the concert stage shall organize:
1. Placement of solo instruments (piano more often).
2. Timely coming on stage of the orchestra performers, orchestral conductor and soloists.

3. For high-quality concert necessary lighting and sound equipment:
Audio Equipment:
‒
‒

wireless microphone for master of ceremony;
Sound engineer of the hall, where the concert.

Lighting equipment:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

lightning director shall be present at the rehearsal of the orchestra
light should be set up the way that all performers of the orchestra could see their musical notes and the
conductor.
basic light;
the basis must be the classic form of lighting;
workers of the hall where passes a concert for work with the light equipment during a concert.

4. For movement of an orchestra:
‒ the administrator accompanying for the period of stay of an orchestra.
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